7/18/2011 LTAG Meeting Notes

Library Technology Advisory Group (LTAG)
Monday, July 18, 2011
Conference Call - 1:00-2:00 PM

Attending: Adrian Petrisor (UCI, Chair), Terry Toy (UCR), Gary Thompson (UCLA), Dale Snapp (UCD), John Ober (CDL), Emily Lin (SOPAG), Richard Trott (UCSF)
Absent: Lynne Grigsby (UCB), Dan Suchy (LAUC), John Ajao (UCSB), Eric Mitchell (UCSC), Declan Fleming (UCSD), Tom Bustos (UCM)
Note taker: Dale Snapp

1. LTAG wiki space
   • What content should be posted here?
   • Draft notes and comments to be posted on wiki space
   • Reminder to use Wiki calendar for information about conference calls (numbers, code, etc.)

   ACTION: Send information on central campus options/library for teleconferencing
   ACTION: Shared training lists to be sent to Adrian to consolidate by next week

2. Discuss timelines and assignments for the high potential initiatives identified in May 2011 meeting
   • Archival, encryption and transfer of backups sent to other campus is over 20 hours for 100gigs
     ○ ACTION: John Ober to help coordinate a UC3 call to explore transfer of large data sets
     ○ ACTION: Adrian to create Wiki page for comments to create policy for using remote backups
   • Questions regarding how we could using github https://github.com/ shared by all the libraries
   • Streaming media server to be discussed at a later date
   • UC creation of its own cloud computing infrastructure should we use Amazon or each other?
     ○ Should we create a sub-group to create pilot to offer others VM
     ○ Adrian to send email to whole group

3. Melvyl WorldCat Local webinars
   • Discussion regarding any needs that are not being addressed currently by webinars

4. Shibboleth authentication for HathiTrust and UCSF’s Confluence: progress report
   • Discussion regarding statuses of the campus implementations
   • What does LTAG plan to do next for services
5. Announcements & agenda building for next meeting
   • None